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Nonlinear& microscopy,& with& its& unique& advantages& over& conventional&
confocal& fluorescence&microscopy,&has&been&widely&adopted& to& study&biological&




be& larger& than& the& diffraction& limit.& Since& the& fluorescence& efficiency& scales&
nonlinearly&with&the&profile&of&the&focusing&excitation&beam,&aberrations&further&







observatories& to& correct& for& the& aberrations& from& atmospheric& turbulence&while&
imaging& distant& stars& and& planets,& has& benefited& many& biomedical& imaging&
platforms.&We& integrated&a&microelectromechanical& system&(MEMS)&deformable&
mirror& (DM)& into& our& nonlinear& laser& scanning& microscope.& With& an& accurate&
open`loop&control&mechanism,&which&predicts&the&control&voltages&and&generates&
a&prescribed&surface&shape&on&the&MEMS&DM,&known&aberrations&in&the&system&





conventional& charge`coupled& device& (CCD)& based& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront&
sensor.& This& dissertation& also& describes& the& design& of& an& EMCCD& SHWFS& to&
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bone& marrow& microenvironment& using& in# vivo# three`dimensional& microscopy.&&
The& in# vivo# monitoring& of& the& bone& marrow& microenvironment& is& important&
because& it& is& where& the& process& of& hematopoiesis& primarily& occurs.&&
Hematopoiesis& is& the&process&of&making&all&blood&cells& including&red&and&white&
blood& cells& and& platelets& from& hematopoietic& stem& cells& (HSCs)& and& the& HSCs&
reside& in& the& bone& marrow.& & The& bone& marrow& plays& an& important& role& in&
regulating&the&status&of&the&HSCs,&deciding&if&they&will&stay&in&quiescence,&start&to&
renewal& or& go& into& differentiation1`4.& & Also& malignancies& of& blood& cells& like&
leukemia&and&multiple&myeloma&are&known&to&originate&in&the&bone&marrow,&and&
the& current& established& clinical& treatment& is& bone& marrow& transplantation.& & In&
addition& to& blood& cancers,& solid& tumors& including& breast,& prostate& and& lung&
cancers&have&been&observed&to&metastasize&to&the&bone&marrow&at&later&stages&of&
the&disease5.&&Therefore,&being&able&to&detect&and&locate&all&these&different&types&of&
cells& and& monitor& their& interactions& within& the& microenvironment& will& enable&
2&
&




real& time& and& in# situ# with& cellular& resolution.& & Multimodality& in# vivo& optical&
microscopic&imaging&has&been&widely&used&in&combination&with&various&contrast&
agents& to& enable& biological& discoveries& and& enrich& our& medical& knowledge.&&
Optical&microscopic& techniques& offer& the& possibility& of&minimal& perturbation& to&
the& local& surrounding& tissue& and& real& time&observation&with& cellular& resolution.&&
As&most&bone&appears&white&with&a&layer&of&dense&cortical&bone&tissue,&in&order&to&
study& the& bone&marrow& (which& is& underneath& the& cortical& layer),& the& relatively&
translucent&and&optically& thin&murine&calvarium&(mouse&skull)&provides&unique&
opportunities& for& in# vivo& optical& monitoring& of& the& bone& marrow&
microenvironment6,&93.&
1.1.2 Nonlinear!microscopy!










excited&state&and&stays& there& for&a&short&period&of& time,&and& then&returns& to& the&
ground&state,&emitting&a&photon&of&longer&wavelength&than&the&excitation&one&as&
some& energy& is& lost& due& to& non`radiative& relaxation& during& the& process.& & This&
process& is& commonly& known& as& a& single`photon& excited& fluorescence.& & Two`
photon&excited&fluorescence,&on&the&other&hand,&is&a&nonlinear&process&when&two&
lower& energy& photons,& of& which& the& summed& energy& is& equal& to& the& energy&
required& to& stimulate& the& previously& described& electronic& state& transition,& are&
simultaneously& (within& ~10!!"&seconds)& absorbed& by& the& fluorescent& molecule,&
and&then&the&same&fluorescence&emission&proceeds&as&in&the&single`photon&case7`9.&
Theoretical&treatments&of&two`photon&absorption&can&be&found&in&various&




!!!!" = −!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1.1!)&!!!!" = −!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1.1!)&
where&!&is&the&nonlinear&absorption&coefficient&of&the&absorbing&material.&&In&most&
two`photon& excited& fluorescence& microscopy,&!! = !!! ,& equations& (1.1a)& and&
(1.1b)&becomes& !!!!" = −!!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1.2 &
1.1.2.2 Second&harmonic&generation&(SHG)&
Another& nonlinear& process& commonly& used& in& biomedical& imaging& is& second&
harmonic&generation&(SHG).&&It&is&the&asymmetry&of&a&material&that&gives&rise&to&
this&nonlinear& scattering& effect&where& the& light& of& exactly&doubled& frequency&of&
the& incident& one& is& produced.& & This& type& of&materials& can& be& found& intrinsic& to&
various& biological& specimens& such& as& collagen,& or& can& be& introduced& artificially&
within& a& specimen10.& & The& response& of& materials& is& specified& by& means& of& the&
polarization& P& when& experiencing& an& external& electric& field& with& amplitude& E&
from&the&applied&optical&wave,&expressed&as&
! = !!! !(!)! + !!(!)!! + !!(!)!! +⋯ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1.3)&
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Because& the& nonlinearly& generated& light& (either& from& two`photon&
excitation&fluorescence&or&SHG)&is&proportional&to&the&square&of&the&incident&light&
intensity,&it&only&occurs&within&the&spatially&confined&excitation&volume&near&the&
focus& of& the& objective& lens.& & Figure& 1`1& depicts& the& difference& between& single`
photon& and& two`photon& excitation& after& the& excitation& light& enters& a& cuvette&
containing& fluorescent& dye& solution9.& & This& intrinsic& three`dimensional& optical&
sectioning&ability&makes&it&possible&to&remove&the&confocal&pinhole&in&front&of&the&
detector&and&increase&detection&efficiency.&




















With& these& unique& advantages& in& biomedical& imaging,& in# vivo#nonlinear&
microscopic& imaging& platforms& have& been& developed& in& the& Lin& lab& to& study&
various&biological&processes&occurring&within&the&murine&calvarial&bone&marrow&
microenvironment13`16.&&One&sample&image&is&shown&in&Figure&1`2&.&&Both&figures&
show& the& sagittal& cross`section& images& of& same&position& in& a&mouse& skull& bone&
marrow,& reconstructed& from& a& stack& of& two`dimensional& en& face& images& with&
increasing& depth& using& image& analysis& program& ImageJ17,& available& from:&
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/index.html.& & Here& blue& signal& is& the& second& harmonic&
generation&signal&from&bone&collagen;&green&is&the&two`photon&fluorescence&from&
enhanced&green&fluorescence&protein&(EGFP)&expressed&by&the&osteo`lineage&cells&
that& constantly& remodel& the& hard& tissue& and& modulate& the& behavior& of&












&From&Figure& 1`2& a,& one& can& see& that& as& the& imaging&depth& increases,& the&
overall& intensity& of& the& image& decreases,& and& that& the& shape& of& the& green&
osteoblast&cells&also&appears&elongated&in&the&axial&direction.&&This&represents&the&
challenges& in& in# vivo# imaging& compared& to& other& techniques& because& the&
illumination&as&well&as&the&generated&photons&must&penetrate&a&certain&thickness&
of&preferably& intact& tissue,& and& the& tissue’s& optical&properties&will& influence& the&
fate&of& these&photons.& &Furthermore,& the&optical&properties&can&even&differ& from&
9&
&
one& imaging& depth& to& another& within& one& biological& sample& as& the& cellular&
composition&and&organization&vary&between&different&layers.&
Interactions& between& photons& and& biological& tissues& generally& include&
tissue&absorption,&scattering&and&optical&aberration19`22. 
1.1.3.1 Absorption&
Major&absorbers& in&biological& tissues& include&water,&hemoglobin&and& lipids& that&
absorb&light&and&transfer&the&energy&into&heat.&&Different&absorbers&have&different&
absorption& spectrum23`25& and& an& attenuation& coefficient& named& absorption&
coefficient&!! &is& used& to& describe& this& process& as& an& exponential& decay& with&
increasing&depth&into&the&sample&via&Beer`Lambert&Law,&
! = ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1.4)&
where&!&is& the& remaining& intensity& after& travelling& a&depth& of&!&inside& the& tissue&
and&!!&is&the&intensity&at&the&surface.&
As& materials& absorb& different& wavelengths& of& light& differently,&!! &is& a&
function& of& wavelength:& !!(!) .& & Figure& 1`3& is& the& plot& of& the& absorption&
coefficients&of&water,&oxy`&and&deoxyhemoglobin&measured&from&400&nm&to&1000&




tissues& at& the&wavelengths& around&700`900&nm&are& ranging& from&0.01~0.1&mm`1,&
which& is& likely& to& have& a&minor& effect& on& signal& degradation& as& imaging&depth&











One&of& the&major& tissue`light& interactions& at& this& scale& is& scattering,&which& rises&
from& the& heterogeneities& within& the& complex& biological& tissue.& & The& scattering&
coefficient& describes& how& fast& the& number& of& photons& reaching& the& focal& plane&
and& being& detected& are& reduced& exponentially& also& mathematically& via& Beer`
Lambert&Law.&&The&scattering&coefficient&of&murine&skull&bone&was&measured27&to&
be&29&mm`1.&








when& imaging& through&a& layer&of&bone& tissue& that&has&a&higher&refractive& index&
(1.555&~&1.564)32&than&it’s&surrounding&water`based&media,&spherical&aberration&is&






decreased& quadratically,& making& nonlinear& microscopy& highly& susceptible& to&
spherical&aberration33,35,36.&&The&effect&of&spherical&aberration&in&images&is&reflected&
in& the& reduced& signal& intensity& and& the& elongated& axial& cellular& profiles& of& the&
osteoblasts&shown&in&Figure&1`2&and&the&primary&goal&of&this&project&is&to&recover&
the& signal& lost& and& to& restore& the& focal& spot& broadened& through& aberration&
compensation.&
1.2 Aberration!compensation!using!adaptive!optics!(AO)!
Adaptive& optics& (AO)& was& originally& designed& for& ground`based&




observatory& through& the& earth& atmosphere,& where& the& turbulence& distorts& the&





modify& the& incident& wavefront& by& dynamically& altering& its& shape& to& achieve&










AO’s& ability& in& aberration& compensation& has& been& explored& by& various&
biomedical& imaging& platforms34,39`46.& & In& biomedical& imaging,& the& equivalent&
turbulence&resides& in&the&tissue,&adding&a&spatially&dependent&distortion&Φ!(x, y)&
to&the&otherwise&spherically&focusing&wavefront&(Figure&1`5a).& & If& the&expression&
of&Φ!(x, y)&can&be&determined,&then&an&equal&but&opposite&phase&−!Φ!(x, y)&can&be&
imposed& onto& the& deformable& mirror.& & When& this& preemptively& compensated&



















to& unveil& the& appropriate& aberration& information& for& restoring& a& diffraction`
limited& focus.& & Reflectance& signal& is& one& convenient& candidate& in& the& case& of&
retinal& imaging,&where&reflection&from&the&retina&acts&as& the&guide&star&carrying&
the&distortion&caused&by&the&lens&and&cornea47.&&In&strongly&scattering&samples,&a&
more& complicated& coherence`gated& wavefront& sensing& scheme& has& been&
developed& to& distinguish& the& light& reflected& or& back& scattered& only& in& the& peri`
focal& region& using& interferometric& method48,49.& & However,& the& wavefront&
information&provided&by&the&back`scattered&light&is&complicated&by&the&fact&that&
odd& aberrations& are& canceled& and& that& the& even& ones& are& doubled50,& causing&






single`pass& aberrations& when& it& exits& the& sample.& & But& finding& a& suitable&
fluorescence& guide& star& in& biological& specimens& for& wavefront& sensing& can& be&
challenging51.& &The&autofluorescence&of&a&naturally&occurring& fluorophore& in& the&
retina,&lipofuscin,&was&used&to&measure&the&aberrations&in&adult&eyes52.&&In&single`
photon& fluorescence& microscopy,& the& use& of& fluorescent& microspheres& injected&
into& the& sample& for& this& purpose& has& been& proposed& and& demonstrated53`55.&&
Following& that,& small& structures& that& express& fluorescence& protein& and& that& are&
naturally&native&to&the&specimen&were&utilized&to&serve&as&the&guide&star56&without&
additional&labeling&to&minimize&mechanical&disturbance&to&the&sample.&
Taking& the& spatial& confinement& advantage& of& the& nonlinear& fluorescence&
excitation& process& (Subsection& 1.1.2.3),& one& can& generate& a& quasi`point& source&
emitting&at& the&fluorescence&wavelength.& &Once&this&signal& is&spectrally& isolated,&
the&wavefront&aberration&information&it&carries&can&directly&be&used&for&wavefront&
sensing,& indicating&what&aberrations&exist& in& the& sample.& &The& feasibility&of& this&
type&of&guide&star&in&aberration&compensation&has&been&demonstrated&in&live&C.&




and& emission& wavelengths,& we& selected& the& NIR& two`photon& fluorescence&








deformable& mirror& trying& to& optimize& this& image`based& parameter.& & Over& the&
years,&different&iteration&algorithms&have&been&developed36,58`62&and&the&efficiency&
for& aberration& compensation& of& these& sensor`less&methods& varies& depending& on&
the& complexity& of& the& aberrations& in& the& system,& the& initial& condition& the&
optimization& process& starts& with,& how& the& algorithm& is& designed& to& reach&
convergence,&the&DM&refresh&rate,&and&how&the&end&point&is&defined.&&Researchers&
are&still&continuing&to&battle& the&prolonged&sample&exposure& to& the& illumination&






loop& manner.& & Sensor`based& systems& use& direct& feedback& from& the& wavefront&
sensor& that& measures& the& error& between& the& current& DM& shape& and& a&
compensatory& shape,& driving& the& measured& wavefront& such& that& it& becomes&
planar.&&In&sensor`less&systems,&the&DM&is&controlled&indirectly,&using&information&
contained&in&the&microscope&image,&as&the&feedback&to&the&controller&module&for&
iterative&optimization.& & In&general,& the&direct&wavefront& sensing&method,&under&
the&condition&that&a&suitable&guide&star& is&utilized&requires& less& time&to&measure&
the&wavefront&than&the&image`based&trial`and`error&search&algorithms.&&To&further&






can& benefit& biomedical& imaging.& & It& is& conceivable& that& the& implementation& is&
highly& application& dependent,& catering& to& the& needs& of& different& imaging&
technology& and& different& aberration& types& residing& within& the& specimen& of&
20&
&
interest.& & For& an& AO& in# vivo& nonlinear& microscope& designed& to& image& into& the&
mouse&skull&bone&marrow,&we&propose&to&use&nonlinear&fluorescence&guide&star&
to&provide& the&wavefront& aberration& information,& a&wavefront& sensor& of& Shack`
Hartmann&type&to&measure&this&aberration&and&an&accurate&open`loop&DM&control&
to&achieve&“single`shot”&aberration&compensation.&
In& search& of& suitable& nonlinear& fluorescence& guide& star,& there& are& a& few&
requirements&regarding&to& in#vivo&mouse&bone&marrow&imaging.& &First,& the&two`
photon& emission& wavelength& of& the& guide& star& should& be& as& closed& to& its&
excitation& wavelength& as& possible,& to& minimize& chromatic& aberration.& & As& the&
illumination&wavelength&is&around&the&NIR&region&(~&800&nm),&a&guide&star&that&
emits& in& the& same& spectral& range& needs& to& be& identified.& & Second,& minimal&
invasive& procedure& is& required& when& the& nonlinear& fluoresce& guide& star& is&
administered.& & Direct& injection& of& microspheres& into& the& bone& marrow& would&




illumination& while& trying& to& locate& the& guide& stars.& & Considering& the& above`
mentioned& requirements& and& based& on& our& in# vivo& imaging& experience,& we&
21&
&
propose& the&use&of&NIR&emitting& semiconductor&nanocrystals,& or&quantum&dots&
(QDs)64&as&a&novel&in#vivo#nonlinear&fluorescence&guide&star.&
The&NIR&QDs&have&the&advantages&of&a&wide& linear&absorption&spectrum&
and& large&Stokes&shift.& & In&particular,& for& the&QDs&emitting&at&705&nm&(Qtracker&
705,& Q21061MP,& Life& Technologies)& used& in& this& project,& the& single`photon&
absorption& and& emission& spectra& are& shown& in& Figure& 1`6.& & Its& broad& linear&
excitation&band&extending& into& the&dark&blue/UV&region&makes& it&possible& to&be&
excited&with&two`photon&at&around&800&nm.&&QDs&are&also&known&to&have&narrow&
fluorescence& peaks65& (~& 100& nm& according& to& Figure& 1`6).& & This& makes& it& very&
practical& to& spectrally& separate& the& nonlinear& fluorescence& signal& carrying&
wavefront& information& from&the& fundamental& illumination& light&with&a&dichroic&
beam&splitter&and&an&appropriate&band&pass&filter&centered&around&the&guide&star&












the& tail&vein&or&retro`orbitally.& &Both&procedures&are&performed&routinely& in&our&






is& usually& detected& using& photomultiplier& tubes& (PMT)& and& is& below& the&
23&
&
sensitivity& of& a& conventional& charge`coupled& device& (CCD)& based& Shack`
Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& (SHWFS).& & A& SHWFS& based& on& the& detector& of&
electron&multiplying& technology& (EMCCD)&was& therefore& designed& to&measure&
the& low`level& signal.& & The& EMCCD& used& in& this& study& has& high& quantum&
efficiency& at& the& emission& wavelengths,& low& dark& noise& due& to& cooling& and&




a&deformable&mirror& controlled& in&open`loop& fashion.& &A& few& critical& alignment&
considerations&are&highlighted&and&the&system&performance&was&evaluated&with&
series&of&experiments.&&Chapter&three&concentrates&on&the&design,&characterization&
and& integration& of& the& EMCCD`based& SHWFS& into& the& microscope.& & The&
operation&principles& and&design& considerations&of& a& SHWFS&are&described,& and&
the& characterization& steps& are& discussed.& & Chapter& four& demonstrates& the&
experiment&results& regarding& the&validation&of& the&nonlinear& fluorescence&guide&












We&designed& a& nonlinear& laser& scanning& fluorescence&microscope& implemented&
with& a&microelectromechanical& system& (MEMS)& deformable&mirror& (DM).&With&
the& development& of& an& accurate& open`loop& control&mechanism,&which& predicts&
the&control&voltages&and&generates&a&prescribed&surface&shape&on&the&DM,&known&






source& used& in& this& setup& is& an& actively& mode`locked& Titanium:Sapphire& laser&
(Mai& Tai,& Spectra`Physics)& that& generates& ~& 100& fs& (120& fs& experimentally&
measured)& pulses&with& 80&MHz& repetition& rate& that& can& be& continuously& tuned&
from& 690& nm& to& 1020& nm.& & The& output& laser& beam& passes& through& a& half`wave&
plate& (HWP)& followed& with& a& polarizing& beam& splitter& (PBS)& to& control& the&
excitation& power& delivered& to& the& optical& imaging& system,& without& having& to&
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change& the&output&power&of& the& laser.& &This&power&adjustment&construct& is&also&





The& laser& light& then&passes& through& the& beam& expanding& lens&pair& of& L1&
and& L2& to& be& expanded& to& fill& the& desired& active& optical& aperture& on& the&
deformable& mirror.& & This& expanded& beam& with& vertical& polarization& state& is&
reflected&by&another&polarizing&beam&splitter&cube&through&a&quarter`wave&plate&
(QWP)& and& hits& the& DM& at& a& zero& incident& angle& (refer& to& Appendix& for&
improvement& using& this& configuration& compared& to& an& original& angled&
incidence).& & The& DM& is& mounted& on& a& three& dimensional& manual& translational&
stage& for& fine& positioning.& & After& reflecting& off& the& DM& and& passing& the& QWP&
again,&the&beam&is&transmitted&through&the&PBS&as&its&polarization&state&is&rotated&
to&horizontal&(p`pol)&and&enters&the&scanning&platform.&&The&beam&is&scanned&in&
two& dimensions& by& a& spinning& 36`faceted& polygonal& mirror& (DT`36`472`047,&
Lincoln&Laser)&as&the&horizontal&scanner&(fast&axis)&and&a&galvanometer`mounted&
mirror& (6240H,& Cambridge& Technology)& as& the& vertical& scanner& (slow& axis)& to&
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produce& a& unidirectional& raster& scan&pattern.& & The& galvanometer& rotation& angle&
can& be& controlled& to& scan& full& range,& half& and& a& quarter& range& by& applying&
different& voltage& values& to& its& driving& waveform.& & The& telescoping& lens& pair&
systems&(L3,&L4)&and&(L5,&L6)&are&used&to&image&the&DM&onto&the&surfaces&of&the&
horizontal& and&vertical& scanners,&which& is& in& turn& imaged&by& telescope& (L7,&L8)&
onto& the&back&aperture&of& the&objective& lens.& &An&optional&QWP&can&be& inserted&
after& the& tube& lens& L8& if& reflectance& signal& from& the& sample& is& desired.& & The&
excitation&beam&passes& through&a& long`pass&dichroic&beam&splitter& (D1,& 685&nm&
long`pass,&FF685`Di02,&Semrock),&and&is&focused&onto&the&sample&by&a&60x&1.0&NA&















The& focused& illumination& is& scanned& in& two&dimensions& (x&and&y)&within&
the& sample& to& form& a& lateral& image.& & The& sample& is& mounted& on& a& three&
dimensional& translational& micromanipulator& (ROE`200& with& MPC`285,& Sutter&







emitted& by& the& sample& are& reflected& by& D1& and& depending& on& the& emission&
wavelengths&of&the&signal,&either&transmitted&through&or&reflected&by&D2&(484&nm&
long`pass,& FF484`FDi01,& Semrock)& and& D3& (552& nm& long`pass,& FF552`Di02,&
Semrock),&entering&the&detection&channels.&&The&emission&filters&(EF1`3)&placed&in&
front& of& the& multiphoton& detection& photomultiplier& tubes& (R7600& series,&
Hamamatsu&Photonics)& can& be& adjusted& for& needs& of& specific& applications.& & For&
the& current& configuration,& EF1& is& a& 362`516& nm& band`pass& (FF01`439/154),&
collecting& mostly& SHG& signals;& EF2& is& a& 500`550& nm& band`pass& (FF02`525/50),&
collecting&mostly&green& fluorescence&protein& (GFP)&and& fluorescein& signals;& and&










detail& in& chapter& three.& &Because&of&double`passing& the&QWP&near& the&objective&
lens,&the&returning&reflectance&signal&is&vertically&polarized,&which&is&reflected&by&
the& PBS& and& enters& the& reflectance& detection& channel& which& is& composed& of& a&
focusing& lens& (L9),& a& pinhole& placed& one& focal& length& (of& L9)& away,& and&
immediately& followed& by& an& avalanche& photodiode& (APD)& (CMC& Electronics).&&
The& analog& signals& from& all& imaging& detectors& are& digitized& by& a& video& frame&
grabber& (Snapper`PMC`8/24,& Active& Silicon)& for& image& formation& and& real`time&
display.& & By& changing& the& galvanometer’s& driving& voltage& range,& together&with&
the& digitization& settings& in& our& custom`made& image& acquisition& software,& the&
imaging& fields& of& view& can& be& adjusted& among&400!×!400!!!!,&200!×!200!!!!&
and&100!×!100!!!!.&
2.2 Deformable!mirror!and!open3loop!control!
The& wavefront& corrector& used& in& this& dissertation& is& a& continuous& face`sheet&
MEMS& deformable& mirror& (DM)& developed& by& Boston& Micromachines&
Corporation&(MultiDM).&&Figure&2`2a&shows&a&photograph&and&an&enlarged&view&
of& the& device& and& Figure& 2`2b& is& the& cross`sectional& schematic& drawing& of& the&
device& concept.& & It& deforms& by& applying& different& voltages& that& independently&
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circular& aperture& of& diameter& 4& mm& is& used,& incorporating& the& center& circular&
pupil& that& contains& about& 80& actuators.& & The& actuators& outside& of& this& optical&
aperture& are& used& to& assist& in& minimizing& mirror& forces& at& the& edge& of& the&










To& achieve& inherently& fast& wavefront& control,& an& open`loop& control&
mechanism&previously&developed&by&Stewart68& and&Diouf69& is& adopted.& &Briefly,&






is& referred& to& as& the& force& (FC& in& Figure& 2`2b)& exerted& by& the&mirror&membrane&
onto&each&actuator& is& introduced&by&modeling& the&membrane&as&an&elastic&plate&
and&calculated&by&4th&order&differentiation.& &So&a&look`up`table&(LUT)&consists&of&
the&voltages& that& are& sent& to& each& electrode,& the&displacements& at& each& actuator&
measured&using&an&optical&surface&profiler&(New&View&6300,&Zygo&Corporation)&
and& estimated& mirror& force& is& generated& and& serves& as& the& calibration& that& is&
unique&to&each&individual&DM.&&A&major&advantage&of&this&MEMS&DM&for&using&
open`loop& control& is& that& there& is& no& hysteresis& so& as& long& as& the& same& voltage&
map& is& applied& to& the& electrodes,& the& same& and& highly& repeatable& mirror&
deformation&can&be&generated.&
With& this& LUT,& the& DM& can& form& any& desired& shape& that& is& within& the&
allowed&stroke&range.&&Since&Zernike&polynomials&are&chosen&in&this&study&as&the&
basis& set& to& describe& aberrations& in& the& optical& imaging& system,& to& examine& the&
accuracy& of& the& open`loop& control,& Zernike& shapes& that& are& commonly&
experienced& in& an& optical& imaging& system&with& peak`to`valley& (PV)& deflections&
ranging& from& `2500& nm& to& +2500& nm& are& sent& to& the& deformable& mirror& using&
open`loop& (a& representative& Zernike& pyramid& of& the& first& 15& terms& is& shown& in&
Figure& 2`3).& & The& shapes&made& by& the&DM& are& then&measured& under& the& same&
surface& mapping& interferometer& and& are& compared& against& the& ideal& Zernike&
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As& shown& in& Figure& 2`4,& for& all&Zernike& shapes& tested,& the& larger& the&PV&
deflection& the&DM&needs& to&make,& the&higher& its& shapes&differ& from& ideal& ones.&&
Intuitively,&the&residual&errors&should&become&larger&when&the&spatial&frequency&
(or&Zernike&order)&of&the&shape&increases,&however&the&performance&of&this&DM&is&
better& for& Trefoil& and&Quandrafoil&which& are& of& third& and& forth&Zernike& orders&
respectively& than&defocus&which& is&of& second&order.& &This& is&because& for&Trefoil&
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and& Quandrafoil,& the& surface& variations& (the& dips& and& bumps)& occur& at& the&
peripheral& rim& of& the& circular& pupil,& leaving& the& center& area& of& the&DM& surface&
relatively&flat&(Figure&2`3)&while&the&other&shapes&with&higher&residual&errors&have&
structures&throughout&the&entire&pupil,&leading&to&a&higher&surface&error.&&&The&red&
horizontal& line& in& Figure& 2`4& indicates& the& value& of& λ/13& RMS& errors,& which& is&
defined&by&the&Marechal&criterion&as&“sensibly”&free&of&aberration70,&i.e.,&negligible&
deviation& from& the& ideal& shape& in& this& case.& & For& most& of& the& Zernike& shapes&
tested,&the&residual&errors&are&negligible&up&to&±&1000&nm&PV&deflections.&&For&the&
spherical& shape& that&we& are&most& interested& in,&which& is& also& the&most&difficult&
shape& for& this& DM& to& make& among& the& first& 15& Zernike& terms,& its& “sensibly&
perfect”&range&is&approximately&from&–&750&nm&to&400&nm.&&Any&spherical&shape&
of&PV&deflections&outside&of&this&range&will&be&associated&with&a&certain&amount&of&
error,& which& will& make& the& attempt& of& aberration& compensation& less& effective.&&






Using& the&open`loop& control,&desired& shapes& can&be& imposed&onto& the&DM& in&a&
single&step&to&compensate&for&expected&aberrations&in&the&system.&&For&the&shapes&
generated&on& the&DM&to&be&effectively& translated& to&compensate& for&aberrations&
occurring&within& the& sample,& this& optical& imaging& system&needs& to& be& carefully&
aligned.&&Any&misalignment&in&the&light&path&between&the&objective&and&the&DM&
will& lead& to& cross`talk&between& the&modes& compensated&and& reduce& the&overall&
AO&performance&of&the&microscope.&&The&DM&surface&also&needs&to&be&conjugated&
with& two& scanning& mirrors& in& the& optical& train,& compounding& the& alignment&
procedure.& & In& this& section,& the& important&aspects& in&aligning&of& the&microscope&
are&described,&making&use&of&a&beam&profiler,&the&open`loop&control,&a&wavefront&
sensor&and&a&camera.& &This&method&not&only&can&be&used&when&constructing&an&




when& scanning,& I& want& to& point& out& two& important& aspects& in& ensuring& good&




and& the& objective& back&pupil& plane& and& second,& the& axial& conjugation&of& the& all&
pupils.&&If&the&beam&is&either&converging&or&diverging&on&the&DM&(assuming&other&
aberration& terms& like& astigmatism& are& managed& to& minimum),& the& size& of& the&
following&pupils&relayed&by&telecentric&lens&pairs&will&no&longer&only&depend&on&
the&ratio&of&the&lens&focal& lengths&and&will&be&also&affected&by&the&divergence&or&
convergence&angle.& &Any& shapes& that& are& imposed&onto& the&DM&will& inherently&
carry& a&defocus& term&with& them,& and&will& be& focused&by& the&objective& lens& at& a&
different& depth& within& the& sample.& & As& the& spherical& wavefront& from& a& point&
source&will&become&planar&when&it&is&viewed&at&infinite&axial&distance,&if&the&DM’s&
active&surface&fails& to&be&axially&conjugated&with&the&scanners&and&subsequently&
the&objective& lens&back&pupil,& the&phase&variation&generated&on& the&DM&surface&
attempting& to& compensate& for& a& certain& aberration& will& appear& different& at& the&
objective&back&pupil,&hence&failing&the&aberration&compensation&attempt.&
To& ensure& collimation& of& the& excitation& beam& after& exiting& each& pair& of&
telecentric& lenses,& a& beam& profiler& (Mode& Master,& Coherent,& Inc.)& was& used& to&
sample& the& beam& at& positions& after& L2,& L4,& L6& and& L8& in& Figure& 2`1.& & Proper&












For& the& shapes& generated& on& the& DM& by& the& open`loop& control& to& be&
effectively& translated& to& the&objective&back&pupil&plane,& the& surfaces&of& the&DM,&








fact& that& optically& conjugated& surfaces&will& form& their& respective& images& at& the&
same& axial& position.& & With& both& scanner& stopped& and& rotated& to& their& center&
positions,&a&high&resolution&USB&2.0&complementary&metal`oxide`semiconductor&
(CMOS)& camera& (DCC1645C,& Thorlabs)& is& placed& in& the& objective& back& pupil&
plane&to&first&image&the&already&conjugated&surfaces&of&the&two&scanners&onto&its&
sensor&plane.&&Then&the&DM&is&manually&translated&only&in&axial&direction&until&its&












To& test& the& final& alignment& quality,& a& commercial& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront&
sensor& (WFS150`5C,& Thorlabs)& replaced& the& CMOS& camera& and& was& used& to&
investigate& the& residual& systematic& aberrations& 71,72.& & For& a& flattened& DM,& one&





any& aberrations& appearing& in& the& measurement,& the& wavefront& sensor& can& be&
inserted& into& different& places& along& the& beam& path& to& trouble`shoot& for&
misalignment.& & After& the& systematic& aberration& is& confirmed& to& be& minimized,&
different&Zernike&shapes&are& imposed&onto& the&DM&using&the&open`loop&control&
and&the&responsive&wavefront&readings&of& the&wavefront&sensor&at& the&objective&
back& pupil& plane& are& recorded,& serving& as& an& evaluation& of& that& whether& the&
shapes& made& by& the& DM& are& effectively& translated& to& the& objective& back& pupil&
plane.& & Figure& 2`6& shows& the& linear& correlation& between& the& typical& Zernike&
shapes&(defocus,&astigmatism,&coma&and&spherical)&imposed&onto&the&DM&and&the&













Because& the& spherical& aberrations& in& optical& imaging& system& result& in& an&
elongation& of& the& axial& point`spread`function& (PSF),& to& further& test& the&




































prepared&agarose&samples&with& refractive& index&higher& than&water& to& introduce&
spherical&aberration& into& the&system.& &By& imaging& the&embedded&sub`resolution&







was& then& immediately& pipetted& onto& a& cavity& glass& slide& and& cooled& to& room&
temperature&to&solidify.&&This&gel&yields&a&refractive&index&of&1.419&±&0.002&(20°C),&
measured&with& an&Abbe& refractometer.& & This& relatively& clear& gel& sample& can&be&
considered& to& have& minimal& scattering& and& absorption& to& the& excitation& and&
emission& photons,& so& the& effect& on& axial& PSF& can& be& considered& as& only& due& to&
spherical& aberration& caused& by& refractive& index&mismatch& between& the& gel& and&







its& axial& intensity& profile,& was& measured& to& be& 2.48& km& (Figure& 2`7a)& (the&
theoretical&diffraction& limited&axial& resolution& (1/!!&diameter)&was&calculated& to&























fluorescence&microspheres& that& are& shallow& (less& than& 20& km),&middle& (60& –& 80&
km)&and&deep&(110&–&140&km)&inside&the&sample&were&investigated.&&As&imaging&
depth& increases,& the& elongation& of& the& axial& PSFs& becomes& more& severe& (blue&
diamonds& in& Figure& 2`8)& due& to& the& accumulative& materials& of& a& different&
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refractive& index& than& the& ideal& immersion& medium.& & After& imposing& spherical&
shapes& of& 150& nm,& 250& nm& and& 350& nm& onto& the& DM& through& the& open`loop&














induced& optical& aberrations.& & Critical& aspects& influencing& aberration&
compensation&are&explored&including&the&accuracies&of&the&open`loop&controlled&
shapes&and&the&optical&system&alignment.& &An&alignment&procedure&using&beam&
profiling& techniques& combining& with& a& pupil& finding& equipment& is& described.&&







The& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& is& a& very& simple& yet& elegant& piece& of&






micro`lenses& (with& the& same& diameter& and& focal& length).& & These& micro`lenses&
decompose& the& incoming& wavefront,& typically& conjugated& with& the& exit& pupil&
plane&of&an&optical&system,& into& individual& ray&bundles&and&create&a&number&of&
corresponding& foci& (also& known& as& Shack`Hartmann& spots)& onto& the& detector.&&
The& key& principle& is& that& the& positions& of& these& foci& are& directly& related& to& the&
average&wavefront&slope&across& the&micro`lenses77.& &For&a&pixilated&detector,& the&
positions&of&the&foci&are&determined&through&calculating&the&centroids&(!! ,!!)&of&
each&focusing&spot&(assuming&the&focal&spot&size&is&larger&than&one&camera&pixel).&
!! = !(!,!) ∙ !!(!,!) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.1a)&
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!! = !(!,!) ∙ !!(!,!) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.1b)&
where&!(!,!)&is&the&intensity&distribution&on&the&detector’s&two`dimensional&pixel&
array,& and& (!,!) &depicts& the& detector’s& pixel& coordinate& system.& & The&
displacement& (∆!! ,∆!!)& of& the& estimated& centroid& of& each& focal& spot& away& from&
their& individual& optical& axis,& or& the& preset& reference& positions& (!!!,!!!)& using& a&
well`know&planar&wavefront&becomes,&
∆!! = !! − !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.2a)&∆!! = !! − !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.2b)&
which& is& proportional& to& the& local& gradient& across& each& micro`lens& of& the&
wavefront&being&examined& !" !,!!" , !" !,!!" 78.&
!" !,!!" = ∆!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.3a)&
!" !,!!" = ∆!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.3b)&
Using&a&reconstruction&algorithm79,&the&original&incoming&wavefront&! !,! &can&
be& determined.& & As& will& be& discussed& in& Section& 3.4.2.2,& the& reconstructed&






device& (CCD)& or& complementary& metal`oxide`semiconductor& (CMOS)& types& of&




















The& design& of& a& SHWFS& should& be& application& dependent,& as& different& optical&
systems& require& different& features& and& properties& when& performing& wavefront&
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measurements.& & The& design& process& should& consider& the& competing& trade`offs&
between& spatial& frequency&of& the&pupil& sampling&and& signal& to&noise& ratio,& and&
also&the&compromise&between&sensitivity&and&dynamic&range.&&The&fact&that&all&the&
above&parameters& are& interconnected&by& the&number& of&micro`lenses& across& the&
pupil&or&the&pitch&between&micro`lenses&and&the&focal&length&of&the&micro`lenses&
makes&the&design&process&a&complex&issue.&
The& first& thing& decided& in&my& design& process& of& the& SHWFS&was&which&
type& of& photo`detectors& to& use.& & Since&we& proposed& to& employ& the& two`photon&
fluorescence& signal& from& the& nonlinear& guide& star& for& wavefront& sensing,& an&
imaging& camera& that& is& designed& for& low`level& light& applications& needs& to& be&
chosen,& hence& the& electron&multiplying& charge& coupled& device& (EMCCD).& & The&
EMCCD& camera& used& in& this& thesis& is& the& iXon& 897& manufactured& by& Andor&




gain.& &For&our& low`light&application,& the&EMCCD&can&also&be&cooled&to& `85°C&to&




There& are& three& major& performance& factors& for& each& Shack`Hartmann&
wavefront&sensor:&dynamic&range,&sensitivity&and&accuracy80.&&A&good&design&of&a&
Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& should& try& to& excel& in& all& the& above& three&
categories,&which&takes&complex&considerations&and&is&a&process&full&of&trade`offs&
and&highly& application&dependent.& & For& this& nonlinear&microscopic& application,&
where& two`photon& fluorescence& signal& serves& as& the& nonlinear& guide& star,& the&
number&of&photons&reaching&each&micro`lens&should&also&be&considered.&
The&central&piece&in&the&process&of&designing&a&Shack`Hartmann&wavefront&
sensor& is& the& choice&of&which&off`the`shelf&micro`lens&array& to&use&because& they&
come& in& difference& combinations& of& micro`lens& pitch& (spacing& between& micro`
lenses&or&the&diameter&of&a&micro`lens&and&often&the&diameter&of&the&sub`aperture&
defined&on&the&detector)&and&focal& length.& &These&parameters&play&an& important&
role&in&the&performance&of&the&Shack`Hartmann&wavefront&sensor&and&hence&they&
are& critical& when& evaluating& which& ones& will& optimize& the& design.& & There& are&
many& considerations& involved& in& the& selections& process& for& example,& the&
maximum& achievable& Zernike& orders& (spatial& sampling& and& fitting& of& the&
wavefront),& the& matching& between& the& wavefront& sensor& and& the& wavefront&






micro`lenses&across& the&pupil&and&the&amount&of& light&contained& in&each&Shack`
Hartmann&spot,&and&together&with&other&factors&like&the&focal&length,&will&impact&
the&dynamic&range&and&the&size&of&each&Shack`Hartmann&spot.&
The& number& of& micro`lenses& across& the& pupil& is& directly& related& to& the&
spatial&sampling&of&the&incoming&wavefront.&&If&the&incoming&wavefront&is&planar,&
only&with&angular& tip&or& tilt,& technically&a&small&number&of&micro`lenses&will&be&
sufficient& to& sample& this&wavefront& and& yield& accurate& results.& & The& higher& the&
spatial& frequency& of& the&wavefront& aberration,& the& larger& the& number& of&micro`
lenses&will&be&required&to&reliably&map&the&twists&and&turns.&&As&the&wavefront&is&
expressed& in& terms& of& Zernike& polynomials,& one& would& also& want& to& have& as&
many& micro`lenses& sampling& the& pupil& as& possible& to& have& the& possibility& to&
calculate&higher&order&Zernike&modes&when&needed.&&When&designing&the&Shack`
Hartmann&wavefront& sensor&with&a& tight&photon&budget,& the&number&of&micro`
lenses&across&the&pupil&should&ensure&both&sufficient&spatial&sampling&as&well&as&
illumination&irradiance&on&each&micro`lens.&&




another& design& constraint& that& helps& further& quantify& on& the& selection& of& the&
micro`lens&pitch.&&Although&in&the&current&configuration,&the&wavefront&from&the&
guide&star&directly&goes&to&the&WFS&without&hitting&the&DM&so&the&WFS&does&not&
really& see& the& DM,& matching& between& the& two& was& still& considered& in& case& of&
future&modifications&to&the&system.&&As&Alfredo&Dubra&pointed&out&in&his&paper81,&
that& there’s& an& optimal& range& of& the& number& of& micro`lenses& across& each&
deformable&mirror& actuator& to& suppress& various& sources& of& noise& and& for&more&
stable& performance.& & For& the&Multi`DM,& a& matching& between& 1.4& to& 1.8& micro`
lenses& per& actuator& is& desirable81,& which& indicates& that& the&maximum& desirable&
micro`lens&pitch&should&be&around&286&km.&
3.2.2 Trade3off!between!dynamic!range!and!sensitivity!
The& fundamental& definition& of& the& dynamic& range& of& a& Shack`Hartmann&
wavefront&sensor&is&the&maximum&measurable&local&wavefront&slope80&before&the&
foci& from& two& or& more& micro`lenses& become& indistinguishable& to& the& image&
processing& algorithm&because& they& fall& on& top& of& each& other& or& they& cross& over&



















!! = !∆!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.4)&
and&
!!"# = ! !2!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.5)&
as&half&of&the&sub`aperture&size&is&the&maximum&displacement&of&each&focal&spot.&&&
One&can&see&that&the&largest&measurable&slope&is&proportional&to&the&diameter&of&





However,& a& factor& that& is& limiting& the& focal& length& to& be& too& short& is& the&
sensitivity&of&the&Shack`Hartmann&wavefront&sensor.&
Sensitivity,& opposite& to& dynamic& range,& is& defined& as& the& minimum&
detectable&wavefront&slope.& &As&described&in&equation&(3.1),& it& is&proportional&to&
the&smallest&detectable&spot&displacement,&and&inversely&proportional&to&the&focal&





!!"# ∝ ! !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.6)&
where&p&is&the&pixel&size&of&the&EMCCD&sensor,&so&the&focal&distance&needs&to&be&
carefully& considered& to& balance& the& dynamic& range& and& the& sensitivity.& & Other&





the& sensor& plane.& & The& size& of& each& focal& spot& divided& by& the& pixel& size& of& the&
detector&yields& the&number&of&camera&pixels& that& is&covered&by&each&spot.& &This&










Once& the& design& constraints& are& considered,& one& can& choose& an& off`the`shelf&
micro`lens& array& that& satisfies& the& conditions& mentioned& above& to& the& largest&
extend.& &Or&one&can&order&and&make&a&custom&micro`lens&array& if& resources&are&
available.& & The& EMCCD`based& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& (EMCCD&
SHWFS)& presented& here& uses& a& micro`lens& array& manufactured& by& Northrop&
Grumman&Adaptive&Optics&Associates& (AOA)& that& has& a& 300&km&pitch& and& 7.6&
mm&focal& length,&which&yields&a&7.42&camera&pixel& coverage& for&each& focal& spot&
with&wavelength&of&705&nm.&
One& additional& note& is& that& the&micro`lens& array& is& deposited& on& a& glass&
substrate&with&1&inch&diameter&which&is&larger&than&the&C&mount&on&the&EMCCD&
so& a& lens& is& used& to& reimage& the& foci& of& the&micro`lens& array& onto& the& EMCCD&
camera.&&As&shown&in&Figure&3`3,&the&re`imaging&lens&of&focal&length&!!&is&placed&











in& the& focal&volume& is& the&basis&of&wavefront& sensing.& &The&number&of&photons&
absorbed&per&molecule&per&unit&time&in&two`photon&excitation&is&proportional&to&
the& two`photon& absorption& cross`section& σ2p,& the& dye& concentration& C,& the&
illuminated&sample&volume&V,&and&to&the&square&of&the&incident&intensity&I#86.&
!!"# ! = !!!!!!!C !, ! !!! !, ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.7) 
Assuming&there& is&no&ground&state&depletion&and&photobleaching,&!(!, !)&can&be&
treated&as&a& constant,& and& the&excitation& intensity&as& separable& in& temporal& and&
spatial&dependence.&
!!"# ! = !!!!!!! ! !! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.8)&
where&!!(!) &is& a& unitless& spatial& distribution& of& the& incident& light& and&!!(!)&
describes&the&temporal&profile&of&the&excitation&intensity&at&the&focal&point.& & It& is&
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also& assumed& that& there& is& no& stimulated& emission& and& no& self`quenching,& the&
number&of&fluorescence&photons&collected&per&unit&time&F&is,&




Since& most& of& the& photo& detectors& practically& measure& a& time`averaged&
fluorescence&photon&flux&< !(!) >,&with&equations&(3.5)&and&(3.6),&we&have:&
< ! ! >= 12!"#!!! < !!! ! > !! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.10)&
where&< !(!) >&is& proportional& to&< !!!(!) >,& not&< !!(!) >!.& & It& is& necessary& to&
rewrite& equation& (3.7)& in& terms&of&< !!(!) >!&for&practical& calculation& since&most&
detectors&only&measure&a&signal&proportional&to&< !!(!) >.& &So&equation&(3.7)&can&
be&rewritten&as&
< ! ! >= 12!"#!!!g ! < !! ! >! !! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.11a)&









spot& of& a& diffraction`limited& objective& lens& with& uniform& illumination& with&
paraxial& approximation& (NA& <& 1.0)& was& numerically& characterized& by& Xu& and&
Webb&87:&
!! !! ! = 8.8!!!"!!!(!")! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 3.12 &
where&n& is& the&refractive& index&of& the&medium,&!!"&is& the&excitation&wavelength,&
and&NA#is&the&numerical&aperture&of&the&objective&lens.&
In& practice,& excitation& power&< !(!) > &is& usually& measured& instead& of&
intensity&< !(!) >&and& the& latter& is&defined&as&power&per&unit& area.& & In& the& focal&
plane,& the& area& of& illumination& can& be& considered& as& a& circle&with& the& focusing&
beam& waist& as& radius.& & So& excitation& intensity& can& be& expressed& in& terms& of&
excitation&power&as&
!! ! = ! !!!!! &
= !!"!!!"! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.13)&
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with& &as& the& Gaussian& beam& waist.& & Substituting& equation& (3.9)& and&
(3.10)&into&equation&(3.8a),&we&arrive&at:&
< ! ! >= 12!"#!!!g ! 8.8! < ! ! >!!!!" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.14)&
On& the& right&hand& side& of& equation& (3.11),& the& excitation&power&!(!),& the&




attenuated& through&both& scattering& and&absorption&by& the& tissues& that& it& passes&













!! ! = !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.15)&! !"#$%& = !!!!!.!" = 0.23!!&
where&!!&is&the&time`averaged&excitation&power&measured&after&the&objective&lens,&
which&is&conventionally&limited&to&30&`&40&mW.&&For&the&most&strict&calculation,&we&
take&!!&to&e&30&mW,&so&! !"#$%& = !6.9!mW.&
3.3.2 Fluorescence!collection!efficiency!





fluorescence& photons& make& their& way& out.& & The& collection& efficiency& of& the&
objective& lens& is&proportional& to& the& solid&angle& its&NA&spans&across.& &The&solid&
angle&of&a&cone&with&apex&angle&2θ&is&defined&as&&
Ω = 2! 1− !"#$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.16)&
and&for&an&water`immersion&objective& lens&with&!" = 1 = !"#!$,&! ≅ 48.75°&and&Ω = 2.14.&&As&the&fluorescence&is&generated&in&all&directions,&the&ratio&between&this&
solid& angle& and& a& sphere& (Ω 4! = 17%)& is& the& portion& that& is& picked&up& by& the&
objective& lens.& & This& is& an& estimation&of& the&minimal& collection& ratio& because& in&
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scattering& tissues,& fluorescence& photons& originally& emitted& with& a& larger& angle&
than&the&collection&cone&would&be&picked&up&as&they&are&multiply&scattered&by&the&
tissue& along& their& way& out.& & On& the& other& hand,& the& fluorescence& microscopic&
imaging&system’s&optical&throughput&is&defined&to&be&the&ratio&between&the&light&
power&delivered&to&the&sample&(after&the&objective&lens)&and&the&power&before&it&
enters& the& scanning& system,& which& is& experimentally& determined& to& be& 30%.&&
Based&on&this,&we&estimate&that&the&fluorescence&collection&optical&throughput&of&
the&nonlinear&guide&star&(from&before&they&enter&the&objective&lens&to&they&reach&
the&sensor&plane&of& the&EMCCD&camera)&of& the&system&to&be&about&20%,& taking&
the&additional&optical&components&of&the&Shack`Hartmann&wavefront&sensor&into&
account.& & Considering& all& the& factors& mentioned& above,& we& estimate& the&
fluorescence&collection&efficiency&of&the&system&! = 23% ∙ 17% ∙ 20% = 0.78%.&
3.3.3 Dye!concentration!
The& physiological& concentration& used& under& in# vivo& experiment& condition& is&
considered.& & Diluting& 40& kL& of& 2& kM& quantum& dots& with& 60& kL& of& PBS& and&
injecting&into&a&total&blood&volume&of&1.5mL&yields&a&concentration&of&
&
! = 40×10!!!×2×10!!×6.02×10!"!!!1.6×10!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.17)&
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= 3×10!"!!!! = 3×10!"!"!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&
3.3.4 Plugging!in!the!numbers!
Recalling&equation&(3.11)&as&the&expression&for&the&2`photon&excited&fluorescence:&
< ! ! >= 12!"#!!!g ! 8.8! < ! ! >!!!!" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.18)&
with&! = 0.78%,&!!!! = 60%×10!!" = 6×10!!" &(action& cross`section& provided&
by& manufacturer& specification),&! = 3×10!"! "!!,&!!! = 10!!" = 10!!"!"!!/!,&! = 1.33 ,& g(!) = 0.66/!", &with& ! = 80!"#, ! = 110!!" ,& < ! ! >= 6.9! " ,&!!" = 800!".& & To& calculate& the& 2`photon& fluorescence& photon& flux,& the& time`
averaged&power&term&is&expressed&in&the&unit&of&number&of&photons&per&second,&
< !(!)! >!= ! < !(!) >Energy'of'one'photon = !< !(!) >ℎ !!!" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.19)&
= 6.9×10!!!6.63×10!!"!!!"!!!× 3×10!!/!800×10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&= 2.78×10!"!!/!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&
where&h&is&the&Plank&Constant&and&c&is&the&speed&of&light&in&vacuum.&&Plugging&all&
the&numbers&into&equation&(3.11),&we&have&






!!"!! = ℎ !!!"!!!!!&
= 6.63×10!!"!!!"!!!× 3×10!!/!705×10!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!= 2.80×10!!"J&
so&the&fluorescent&power&reaching&the&EMCCD&is&&< !(!)!" >=< ! ! ! >×!!"!! = 5.6×10!!!!.&
The& power& in& each& sub`aperture& is& given& by& the& total& power& across& the& entire&
pupil&divided&by&the&number&of&micro`lenses.&
!!"#!!" = < ! ! !" >total%#"micro!lenses&
= 5.6×10!!!!140 = 4×10!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&
&The&power&arriving&at&each&illuminated&camera&pixel&is&determined&by&the&power&
within& one& sub`aperture& and& the& number& of& camera& pixels& covered& by& each&
focusing&spot.&
!!"#$% = !!"#!!"#"pixels/spot&









Once& the& micro`lens& is& selected,& the& wavefront& sensor& needs& to& go& through&
calibrations&to&confirm&that&the&wavefront&reconstruction&algorithm&calculates&the&
expected& Zernike& coefficients& correctly,& i.e.& that& it& measures& the& correct& wave&
aberrations.&
3.4.1 Optical!setup!
The& first& step& for& calibrating& the&wavefront& reconstruction& is& to&be& able& to& form&
well`defined& specific&wavefront& that& can& be& captured& by& the&wavefront& sensor.&&
For&example,&a&planar&wavefront&of&a&collimated&beam&with&the&beam&diameter&of&
the&size&of&the&predefined&pupil& is&needed&to&establish&a&reference&image&for&the&
wavefront& comparison,& and& a& wavefront& with& a& specific& shape& can& be& used& to&










(PAF`SMA`11`B,& Thorlabs).& & The& laser& power& output&was& adjusted& to& the& level&
that&mimics& the& actual&measurement& situation&without& cooling& the& camera& and&
with&zero&EM&gain.&&After&the&light&from&the&single&mode&fiber&is&collimated,&it&is&
further& expanded& to& fill& the& aperture& of& the& deformable&mirror& (DM).& &A& beam&
splitter&is&used&to&achieve&the&normal&incidence&of&the&DM.&&Using&a&pair&of&lens&
with& equal& focal& lengths& and& a& second& beam& splitter,& the& surface& of& the&DM& is&
conjugated&to&the&surface&of&the&micro`lens&of&a&commercial&SHWFS&(WFS150`5C,&
Thorlabs)& as&well& as& the& one& of& the&EMCCD&camera.& &With& this& calibration& test&


















wavefront& is& produced&with& a& flattened&DM&and& confirmed&by& the& commercial&
wavefront& sensor.& & The& spot& image& formed& by& this& planar& wavefront& is& then&
recorded&by& the&EMCCD&as&a& reference& image& (Figure&3`4).& &Once& the& reference&
spot& diagram& is& available,& to& minimize& micro`lens& misalignment& errors,& one&
should& also& confirm& that& the& size& of& the& spot& image& is& equal& to& the& input& beam&











After& the& spot& image& of& the& planar& wavefront& is& recorded,& an& intensity&
threshold& is& applied& to& eliminate& the& background& so& that& during& the& centroid&




entire& image& is& calculated& in& camera& pixel& coordinates&(!!!!" ,!!!!"),& which& is&
defined&as&the&pupil&center.&&A&circle&with&radius&20%&larger&than&the&input&beam&
radius&is&defined&as&the&active&area&with&its&center&on&the&centroid&and&the&pixels&
outside& of& this& circle& is& cropped& out& and& not& considered& in& the& wavefront&
reconstruction& process.& &One& center& sub`aperture& is& formed& by& taking& a& square&
with&the&size&that&is&slightly&smaller&than&a&micro`lens&(96%&in&this&case)&centered&
on&the&centroid&of&the&cropped&image.&&This&sub`aperture&will&contain&a&focusing&
spot& and& the&next& step& is& to&move& this& sub`aperture& so& that& its& center& coincides&
with&the&centroid&of&the&focusing&spot&that&it&contains&(!!!!" ,!!!!").&&So&far,&all&the&
coordinates& are& in& absolute& camera& pixel& positions&(!,!) .& & A& pupil`relative&
coordinate& system& is& established& by& setting& the& pupil& center& to& be& (0,0)& and&
normalizing& the& coordinates& of& the& rest& of& the& pixels& with& pupil& radius&( ! − !!!!") ! , ! − !!!!" ! = (!!,!!)&to& make& the& subsequent& Zernike& slope&




area& are& removed& from& calculation,& leaving&N& sub`apertures& as& active& area& for&
computation.& & Each& of& these& sub`apertures& contains& a& focusing& spot& and& the&
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a& specific& aberration& by& applying& a& known& shape& (e.g.& Zernike& shapes)& with&
certain&amplitude&to&the&DM&using&open`loop.&&This&newly&formed&wavefront&will&
cause& the&spots& (or&part&of& the&spots)& contained&within&each&sub`aperture&move&
away& from& their& reference& positions& hence& the& displacements&(∆!! !!,!! ,∆!!(!!,!!)&at&each&sub`aperture&can&be&calculated&by&finding&the&new&
centroids& and& the& differences& between& the& new& and& reference& centroids.& & The&
centroid& displacement& values& within& each& sub`aperture& are& stored& in& a& vector&
with& dimension& equal& to& twice& of& the& number& of& active& sub`apertures& (2N,&




! !!,!! = !!!!(!!,!!)! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.20)&
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where&!! &represent& the& Zernike& coefficient.& & Wavefront& reconstruction& is& to&
determine&the&Zernike&coefficients&!!&using&the&image&captured&by&the&wavefront&
sensor.& & To& reconstruct& the& corresponding& wavefront& ! !!,!! &with& the&
calculated& spot& displacements,& a& unit`amplitude& Zernike& polynomial& and& their&
average& slopes& at& the& relative& locations& of& the& sub`apertures&!!! = (!!! !!! ,!!! !!!) &are& computed79.& & The& results& of& these& analytical&
derivatives& hence& form& a& matrix& that& has& twice& of& the& number& of& active& sub`
apertures&rows&and&number&of&Zernike&terms&columns.&
Recalling& equations& (3.3a)& and& (3.3b)& and& with& taking& the& derivative& of&
equation&(3.20),&one&has& ∆!!(!!,!′)! = !! !"!(!!,!!)!" ′! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.21a)&∆!!(!!,!′)! = !! !"!(!!,!!)!" ′! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.21b)&
Equations&(x.21a)&and&(x.21b)&can&also&be&written&in&matrix&form&as&
∆!! = !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.22)&
where&∆! &is& the& vector& of& measured& displacements,&! &the& vector& of& Zernike&






Instead,& pseudo`inverse& of&!!!&is& calculated& with& the& Matlab& built& in& function:&
“pinv”&with&least&squared&error89.& &The&coefficient&vector&!&can&then&be&obtained&
with&







Zernike&modes& excluding& piston,& tip& and& tilt.& & Each& shape&was& recorded& three&
times&by&the&wavefront&sensor&under&test&and&each&recording&was&separated&by&2&
minutes&in&time.&&The&averaged&values&of&wavefront&reconstruction&error&shown&
in& Figure& 3`5& indicates& the& accuracy& of& the&wavefront& sensor& and& the& standard&
deviation& for& each& measured& shape& indicates& the& repeatability& of& the&




EMCCD& SHWFS.& & The& reconstruction& errors& for& shapes& with& PV& deflection&
smaller&than&2000&nm&remain&below&the&λ/13&line&(defined&by&Marechal&criterion&
as& diffraction`limited& approximation,& see& Subsection& 2.2).& & The& higher&
reconstruction&errors&occurred&when&deflections&on&the&DM&are&2000&nm&or&larger&
turned& out& to& be& irrelevant& in& most& situations,& as& deflections& at& such& high& PV&













After& the& wavefront& sensor& is& constructed& and& tested,& it& is& integrated& into& the&




the& diagram& shown& in& Figure& 2`1:& a& dichroic& beam& splitter& D4& (ff775& Di01,&
Semrock)& that& passes& through& the& excitation& wavelengths& and& reflects& the&
descanned&and&recollimated&two`photon&emission&wavelength&of&returned&from&
the& nonlinear& guide& star;& a& narrow& band`pass& filter& (BP,& FF01`700/13,& Semrock)&
that&only&allows&the&two`photon&fluorescence&from&the&guide&star&to&pass&through&
and& to& be& recorded& by& the& wavefront& sensor;& and& the& pre`calibrated& EMCCD`
based&Shack`Hartmann&wavefront&sensor.&
When& integrating& a& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& to& an& optical&
imaging& system,& the& position& of& its& micro`lens& array& is& crucial& for& wavefront&
sensing&as&it&needs&to&be&conjugated&to&the&optical&surface&where&the&wavefront&is&
under& interest,& in& my& case,& the& back& pupil& plane& of& the& objective& lens.& & The&
conjugation& position& should& be& one& focal& length& of& the& lens& L3& away& from& it&
(Figure&3`6).& &And&this&position&is&determined&using&two&parallel&rays&produced&












After& a& wavefront& sensor& is& installed& into& an& optical& imaging& system,& a& few&
calibration&steps&are&needed&to&confirm&the&optimal&performance&of&the&wavefront&






of& phosphate& buffered& saline& (PBS)).& & This& solution& is& then& put& on& top& of& a&
concavity&slide&(Ted&Pella,&Inc.)&with&a&circular&well&of&15&mm&diameter&and&0.5`
0.55&mm&depth.&&Since&the&objective&lens&has&no&cover&glass&correction,&when&it&is&
directly& dipped& into& this& solution,& the& focus& can& be& considered& aberration`free.&&
When& using& a& stationary& (non`scanning)& excitation& beam& traveling& along& the&
optical& axes& of& various& optical& components& in& the& imaging& system,& the& two`




lens& (a& similar&excitation& level& inside& tissue,& see&calculation& in&Subsection&3.3.1),&
the&signal&from&the&Shack`Hartmann&spots&is&embedded&by&the&background&with&
the&EMCCD&operating&at&room&temperature&and&no&EM&gain&(Figure&3`7a).&&After&
cooling& the& EMCCD& to& `75°C& and& increasing& the& EM& gain& to& 20,& the& Shack`










This& new& system& reference& was& generated& and& compared& against& the&
“internal”& reference& (established& with& the& planar& wavefront& described& in&
Subsection&3.4.2.1)&to&reveal&any&systematic&aberration.&&As&shown&in&Figure&3`8,&












placing& a& variable& diaphragm& at& the& position& of& the& intermediate& image& plane&
between&lenses&L5&and&L6&(Figure&3`6)&and&capturing&the&wavefront&information&
returned& to& the& wavefront& sensor& with& different& opening& diameter& of& the&
diaphragm.& &When& the& diaphragm&was& closes,& the& scanning& angle& is& decreased&
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and& the& smaller& the& opening& diameter& of& the& diaphragm& is,& the& closer& the&
excitation& beam& is& to& a& stationary& excitation.& & The& wavefronts& captured& with&











When&the&diameter&of& the&variable&diaphragm&was&opened&to& less& than&8&
mm,&the&wavefront&aberrations&between&scanning&and&stationary&excitation&was&
negligible& as& none& of& the& Zernike& coefficients& exceeded& λ/13.& & For& opening&
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diameters& lager& than& 8& mm,& the& scanning`coupled& aberrations& were& no& longer&
negligible& and& the& dominant& terms& were& astigmatism,& defocus& and& coma,& as&
expected&for&a&scanning`beam&case&(off`axis&or&angled&incidence&to&the&lenses).&&So&




An& EMCCD`based& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& was& designed& for&
measuring& wavefront& aberrations& from& low`level& fluorescence& of& a& non`linear&
guide& star&and&was&calibrated&with&both&a&designated&optical& testing& setup&and&
the&multiphoton& laser& scanning&microscope& that& it& is& integrated& to.& &The& results&
shown& in& this& chapter& provide& evidence& that& the& design& and& reconstruction&
algorithm&of&the&wavefront&sensor&achieve&measurement&accuracy&and&precision&
and&verification&that&the&wavefront&sensor&has&the&sensitivity&to&capture&low`level&
fluorescence&signal& from& the&non`linear&guide&star.& &As&will&be&discussed& in& the&
next& chapter,& when& implemented& with& the& multiphoton& laser& scanning&
microscope,& this& EMCCD`based& Shack`Hartmann& wavefront& sensor& has& the&
ability& to& reveal& the& aberrations& introduced& within& the& sample,& and& with& the&
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To& test& the& validity& of& the& concept& of& using& two`photon& fluorescence&
contrast&agent&as&nonlinear&fluorescence&guide&star&for&wavefront&sensing&in&my&
system,&a&series&of&experiments&were&designed&and&performed.& &First&because&of&
the& incoherent& nature& of& the& two`photon& fluorescence& emission& and& the& single&
pass&position&of&the&EMCCD&SHWFS,&the&wavefront&of&the&nonlinear&guide&star&
and&measured&by&the&EMCCD&SHWFS&should&not&be&sensitive&to&different&shapes&
imposed& onto& the& DM,& i.e.,& not& retaining& the& wavefront& information& of& the&
excitation& beam& (except& for& tip/tilt& and& defocus).& & And& with& a& well`aligned&
microscope,& the& wavefront& produced& by& the& nonlinear& guide& star& should& be&
closed&to&a&planar&one.&&We&prepared&a&sample&with&quantum&dot&(Qtracker&705)&
solution& diluted& to& physiological& concentration& and& pipetted& onto& a& cavity&
microscope&glass&slide,&forming&a&bath&of&the&nonlinear&guide&star&solution.&&The&
excitation&beam&is&focused&into&this&bath&of&solution&without&any&cover&glass&and&
the& wavefront& from& the& two`photon& fluorescence& can& be& measured& by& the&




with& PV& deflections& of& 2.5& km& imposed& onto& the& DM& (left& column)& and& the&
Zernike&coefficients&readings&of&the&wavefront&measured&by&the&EMCCD&SHWFS&
(right&column).&&These&shapes&were&generated&randomly&with&high&PV&deflection&
so& large& perturbations& were& affecting& to& the& excitation& wavefront.& & The&
corresponding&wavefront& readings& show& that& there&were& no& dominant& Zernike&
terms& standing& out& in& all& three& wavefronts& measured& by& the& EMCCD& SHWFS&
with&the&different&excitation&conditions.& &And&also&all&Zernike&coefficients&of&the&
measured&wavefronts&are&no&more&than&35&nm&RMS,&meaning&that&the&maximum&
deviation& of& the& observed& wavefronts& from& a& planar& one& is& less& than& λ/20,&












To& test& the& effectiveness& of& the& nonlinear& guide& star& in& providing& sample&
aberration& information& and& the& open`loop& control& mechanism& in& aberration&
compensation,&spherical&aberration&is&induced&by&inserting&a&piece&of&cover&glass&
between& the& objective& lens& and& the& nonlinear& guide& star& solution.& & Because& the&
objective& lens& is& designed& for& water`immersion& applications& and& for& zero&
thickness& cover& glass& (no& correction& collar& available),& the& refractive& indices&




the& rays& (except& for& the& very& central& one)& are& offset& in& axial& direction& by& the&
thickness&of&the&glass.&&Figure&4`2&shows&a&diagram&explaining&this&effect.&&As&in&
the& case& of& a& bath& of& the& nonlinear& guide& star& solution,& the& defocus& aberration&













One&should&note& that& the&excitation&power&should&be&carefully&chosen& in&
these& experiments& as& the& fluorophore& may& reach& saturation& that& affects& the&
resulting& intensity,& which& will& introduce& misinterpretation& of& the& aberration&
compensation& results.& & The& suitable& excitation& power& level&was& experimentally&
determined&by&dipping& the&objective& lens&directly& into& the&nonlinear&guide& star&




of& the& guide& star& solution.& & Figure& 4`3& shows& the& two`photon& fluorescence&
intensity&of&the&nonlinear&guide&star&solution&with&objective&lens&directly&dipped&
into& it& and&when& it&was& illuminated&with& two&different&excitation&power& levels.&&
Without& any& introduced& aberrations,& the& two`photon& fluorescence& intensity&
should&be&highest&when&a&best&focus&was&formed&with&the&DM&flattened&(3&mW&
trace).& & If& the& excitation& power& was& increased& to& 5& mW,& when& the& DM& was&
flattened,& the& fluorophore& was& saturated& with& the& best& focus,& resulting& in& two&
peaks&off&the&flat&DM&position&where&the&focus&was&spherically&aberrated&but&still&













star& solution&gets& thicker& and&a&more& severe& spherical& aberration& is& introduced,&
one&would&expect&a&weaker&two`photon&fluorescence&signal&when&the&DM&is&flat&
(with&no& compensation),& and&hence& the&PV&deflection&on& the&DM& that& achieves&
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optimal& compensation&would&need& to&be& larger.& &We&made&use&of& the&different&
thicknesses& available& for& commercial& cover& glass& and& chose& four& different&
thicknesses:& 160& km,& 220& km,& 400& km& and& 1& mm& (microscope& glass& slide)& to&
examine& the&magnitudes&of& the&spherical&aberration&associated&with& them.& &The&
excitation& laser& power&was& kept& at& 2.25&mW& after& objective& lens.& &We& scanned&
across& different& deflection& amplitudes& of& spherical& shapes& and& imposed& them&
onto& the& DM& while& monitoring& the& corresponding& changes& of& the& two`photon&
fluorescence&intensity&of&the&nonlinear&guide&star&solution.&&When&the&maximum&
fluorescence&intensity&is&achieve,&the&corresponding&DM&deflection&is&considered&
to& be& the& one& that& reached& optimal& compensation.& & Figure& 4`4& shows& the&
fluorescence& intensity& dependence& on& the& spherical& PV& deflections& of& the& DM.&
Traces& of& different& color& represent& aberration& situations& induced& by& different&
thicknesses& of& the& cover& glass.& & The& two`photon& fluorescence& intensities& of& the&
nonlinear& guide& star& solution& under& different& aberration& conditions& are&
normalized& to& the& one& that& is& before& inserting& any& cover& glass& (aberration& free&
case).&
For& a& cover& glass& with& thickness& of& 160& km,& the& maximum& two`photon&
fluorescence&signal&was&achieved&at&150&nm&PV&spherical&deflection&on&the&DM,&
and& this&maximum& two`photon& signal& reached& 98%& of& the& non`aberrated& case.&&
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For& a& cover& glass& with& thickness& of& 220& km,& the& maximum& two`photon&
fluorescence&signal&was&achieved&at&200&nm&PV&spherical&deflection&on&the&DM,&
and& this& maximum& intensity& reached& 96%& of& the& non`aberrated& case.& & The&
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compensated& intensity& is& 1.37& times& (37%& improvement)& compared& to& the&
intensity&when&the&DM&is&flat&(70%&of&non`aberrated&intensity).&&
For& a& cover& glass& with& thickness& of& 400& km,& the& maximum& two`photon&
fluorescence& signal& was& achieved& with& 300& nm& PV& spherical& deflection& on& the&
DM,& and& this&maximum& intensity& reached& 76%&of& the&non`aberrated& case.& & The&
compensated& intensity& is& 1.55& times& (55%& improvement)& compared& to& the&
intensity&when&the&DM&is&flat&(49%&of&non`aberrated&intensity).&
For& the& extreme& case& of& a& glass& slide& with& thickness& of& 1000& km,& the&




To& verify& the& trend& we& saw& in& the& above& experiment,& we& modeled& the&
situations& induced& by& different& glass& thicknesses& in& Zemax.& & The& simulation&
results& were& then& compared& with& the& experimentally& measured& wavefront&
obtained& using& the& EMCCD& SHWFS,& and& the& DM& deflections& that& achieved&
optimal& compensations.& & The& results& are& summarized& in& Table& 4`1.& & For&




good&agreement& is&observed&among& the& simulated&values,& the&measured&values&



















All& animal& experiments& were& conducted& in& accordance& with& Massachusetts&
General& Hospital& institutional& guidelines& for& animal& use.& & Anesthesia& was&
induced& using& 3%& vol/vol& isoflurane& (97%&Oxygen)& inhalation.& & The& scalp& hair&
was&clipped&using&scissors&and&hair&fragments&were&removed&with&damp&swap&as&
any&hair&on&the&surface&would&absorb&the&illumination&light&and&cast&a&shadow&on&
the& image& of& structures& underneath& it.& &When& deep& anesthesia& is& achieved,& the&
calvarial&bone&was&exposed&by&making&a&round&shape&incision&of&about&5&mm&in&
diameter&and&removing&the&excised&scalp&skin,&as&all&experiments&performed&here&
were&terminal.& &A&drop&of&2%&methocellulose&gel& (refractive& index&1.335590)&was&




the& mouse& circulation.& & The& Qtracker& 705& signal& serves& as& the& nonlinear&
fluorescence& guide& star& and& is& measured& by& the& EMCCD& SHWFS.& & The&











To& evaluate& the& performance& of& the& nonlinear& fluorescence& guide& star& and& the&
system’s& ability& of& aberration& compensation,& we& first& performed& experiments&
with&wild`type&mice& that& are& abundant& in& the& lab.& & In& these&mice,&with& 800&nm&
illumination,& contrast& comes& from& the& SHG& of& collagen& in& the& bone& at& 400& nm,&
collected& through& a& 369`516& nm& band`pass& filter& (EF1& in& Figure& 3`6)& placed& in&
front& of& the& blue& PMT,& and& the& two`photon& fluorescence& from& Rhodamine& B&










cavity& that& has& distinct& blood& vessel& structures.& & An& axial& stack& of& images&
including&the&entire&detectable&thickness&of& the&blood&vessel& (until& there&was&no&
blood& vessel& signal)& was& acquired& with& the& DM& initially& flattened.& & Then& we&
moved& back& to& the& relative& center& of& the& blood& vessel& (where& the& ROI& is)& and&
started& the&measurement&of& the&wavefront& aberration&at& that& location&using& the&
EMCCD& WFS.& & After& the& dominant& Zernike& terms& were& determined& by& the&
reconstruction&program,&the&appropriate&shape&was&made&and&imposed&onto&the&
DM&through&open`loop.&&Another&axial&stack&of&images&was&acquired&through&the&
same& depth& range& with& the& DM& fixed& at& the& compensatory& shape.& & In& these&
experiments&validating&the&performance&of&the&nonlinear&fluorescence&guide&star&
in& in# vivo#wavefront& aberrations& measurements,& shapes& of& the& same&measured&
Zernike&order&but&of&smaller&and&larger&amplitudes&were&also&imposed&onto&the&
DM,&and&the&respective&axial&stacks&were&repeated&subsequently.&
Figure& 4`5& shows& the&measured&wavefront&generated& from& the&nonlinear&
fluorescence&guide&star&in&blood&vessels&about&60&km&underneath&the&skull&bone&
surface.&&The&dominating&aberrations&are&spherical&error&of&264&nm,&accompanied&










Spherical& shape& of& PV& deflection& 264& nm& was& then& imposed& onto& the&










Figure& 4`7& shows& the& lateral& intensity& profiles& highlighted& with& yellow&
boxes& across& the& blood& vessel& structures& in& Figure& 4`6& when& imaged& with& a&
flattened&DM&(blue&diamond&curve)&and&with&spherical&shape&of&264&nm&imposed&
onto&the&DM&(red&square&curve).&&The&peak&intensities&as&well&as&the&values&of&full&
width& at& half& maximum& (FWHM)& were& used& to& quantify& the& system’s&
performance& on& aberration& compensation,& i.e.,& between& flat& DM& and& the&
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compensatory& shape& imposed.& & The&peak& intensity&was&measured& to& be& 96.02%&
higher&after&compensation&and&the&FWHM&of&the&highlighted&structure&across&the&












flattened& DM& (blue& diamond& curve),& spherical& shape& of& 264& nm& (red& square&
curve),&150&nm&(green&triangle&curve)&and&350&nm&(purple&cross&curve)&imposed&
onto&the&DM.&&Spherical&amplitudes&of&150&nm&and&350&nm&both&had&higher&peak&




















across& the& blood& vessel& structures& in& Figure& 4`6&when& imaged&with& a& flattened&
DM&(blue&diamond&curve)&and&with&spherical&shape&of&264&nm&imposed&onto&the&
DM&(red&square&curve).& &The&peak& intensity&was&measured& to&be&138.5%&higher&























The& quantification& using& the& peak& intensities& and& the& FWHM& were&
repeated& for& these& axial& cross`sectional& images.& & Figure& 4`11& shows& the& axial&
intensity& profiles& highlighted&with& yellow& boxes& across& the& blood& vessel& cross`
sections&in&Figure&4`10&when&imaged&with&a&flattened&DM&(blue&diamond&curve)&












































higher& after& compensation.& & One& can& see& in& this& region& in& Figure& 4`10& that& the&
blood& vessel& structures& at& greater& depths& were& also& visualized& after&
compensation.& &We&here&take&one&half&of&the&maximum&intensity&in&the&flat&DM&




of& the&“visualized”&blood&vessel& is&measured& to&be&11&km&and& for& the&spherical&

























Spherical& shape& of& PV& deflection& 303& nm& was& then& imposed& onto& the&








Figure& 4`16& shows& the& lateral& intensity& profiles& highlighted& with& yellow&
boxes& across& the& blood& vessel& structures& in& Figure& 4`15& when& imaged& with& a&
flattened& DM& (blue& diamond& curve),& spherical& shape& of& 303& nm& (red& square&
curve),&200&nm&(green&triangle&curve)&and&400&nm&(purple&cross&curve)&imposed&
onto& the& DM.& & Spherical& shape& of& 303& nm& achieved& best& compensation,&
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demonstrated&by& the&highest& signal& intensity& and& the&narrowest& FWHM&at& this&

















across& the&blood&vessel& structures& in&Figure&4`15&when& imaged&with&a& flattened&
DM&(blue&diamond&curve)&and&with&spherical&shape&of&303&nm&imposed&onto&the&






















The& quantification& using& the& peak& intensities& and& the& FWHM& were&
repeated& for& these& axial& cross`sectional& images.& & Figure& 4`19& shows& the& axial&




























we&performed&experiments&with&a&more& specific&mouse& type,& the&Col`2.3&EGFP&
mouse& with& C57BL/6& background& to& further& investigate& aberration&





Here&we& recall& the&primary&goal& of& this&dissertation,&which& is& to& recover&
the& signal& loss& and& to& restore& the& broadened& focal& spot& in& in# vivo# nonlinear&
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microscopy& through&aberration& compensation.& &As& a& final&demonstration&of& the&
feasibility& of& the& system& to& compensate& for& aberrations& in& living& Col`2.3& EGFP&








































































to& the& site& of& interest& and& it& allows& for& direct& measurement& of& the& wavefront&
aberration& induced&within& the& sample.& & The& time& taken& to& finish& the& aberration&
measurement& and& compensation& is& broken& down& to:& 400&ms& for& EMCCD&WFS&
exposure& (sample& illumination)& and& 10& s& for& wavefront& reconstruction&
(illumination& blocked).& & Once& the& shape& needed& is& determined,& the& open`loop&
implementation& is& instantaneous.& & The& DM& is& then& fixed& at& the& compensatory&
shape& for& three`dimensional& image& acquisition& (illumination& on).& & This& greatly&
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reduces& the& sample& exposure& hence& minimizes& photo`bleaching& and& photo`
toxicity&to&the&sample,&and&maximizes&the&usage&of&illumination&for&imaging.&
A& major& difference& of& the& above& described& aberration& compensation&




(described& in& Subsection& 3.4.4.2).& & This& aperture& size& translates& to& a& scanning&
range&diameter&of&about&140&km&after&the&objective&lens.&&The&improvement&over&
the&!""!×!!""!!"!&field& of& view& (FOV)& is& relatively& uniform& (Figure& 4`6& a,& b).&&
When&we& removed& the& 7.5& mm& aperture,& set& the& scanners& to& scan& for& a&!!!!×!!""!!"! &FOV,& and& still& fixed& the& DM& at& the& deflection& measured& for& the&
previous& smaller&FOV& to& investigate& the& localization& limit&of& the& compensation.&&
Figure&4`24&shows&the& large& lateral&FOV&blood&vessel& image&including&the&same&
region&shown& in&Figure&4`6&marked&by& the&blue&dashed&box& imaged&with&a& flat&






























murine& calvarial& bone&marrow& during& in# vivo# imaging.& & The& idea& is& to& use& the&
nonlinear& guide& star& imbedded& within& the& sample& to& reflect& the& wavefront&
information& from& the& sample&directly.& &This&wavefront& information&can& then&be&
detected& and& analyzed& by& a& wavefront& sensor& and& can& be& further& sent& to& a&
wavefront&corrector&for&aberration&compensation.&
This&dissertation&presented& the&design,& construction&and&characterization&
of& a& nonlinear& laser& scanning&microscope& integrated&with& a&MEMS&deformable&
mirror& controlled& in&open`loop& fashion&and&an&EMCCD`based&Shack`Hartmann&






The& work& presented& in& this& dissertation& sets& a& foundation& for& fast& wavefront&
sensing& and& the& subsequent& aberration& compensation.& & To& further& improve& the&
image& quality,& closed`loop& optimization& may& benefit& from& the& good& initial&
condition& set& using& the& proposed& method.& & One& limitation& of& the& proposed&
method& is& that& the& EMCCD& WFS& does& not& see& the& DM,& so& the& wavefront&
measurement&would&not&response&to&the&different&shapes&imposed&onto&the&DM.&&
So& an& image`based& closed`loop& algorithm& will& need& to& be& designed& for& this&
purpose.&
The&need&to&correct&for&not&just&the&low&order&optical&aberrations&but&also&




The& need& for& fast& aberration&measurement& and& compensation& in& the& nonlinear&
laser&scanning&microscopic&imaging&of&murine&calvarial&bone&marrow&motivated&
the& work& presented& here.& & The& wavefront& sensing& scheme& based& on& nonlinear&
fluorescence& guide& star& and& an& EMCCD`based& SHWFS& has& been& proved& to& be&
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effective& in& this& setting.& & For& aberrations& induced& by& artificial& samples& and& the&
living&mouse& skull& bone&marrow,& the& proposed&method& has& shown& substantial&
improvement&on&signal& intensity&and& image&contrast,&over&an&effective&range&of&100!×!100!!!!,& taking& about& 10& seconds.& & The& proposed& method& can& still& be&
improved&with&faster&algorithm&for&reconstructing&the&wavefront&to&even&shorten&
















This& configuration& is&widely& adopted& as& it& has& fewer&numbers& of& optical&






was& applied& to& the& DM,& this& angled& incidence& configuration& introduces& an&
unwanted&coma&aberration&of&the&same&order&of&magnitude,&measured&with&the&
SHWFS&(Figure&A`2&and&Figure&A`3&left&panel).&&Comatic&aberration&is&defined&as&
parallel& rays& incident& onto& curved& mirror& at& an& angle,& and& restricted& by& the&
optical& table&size,& this& incident&angle&could&not&be&further&reduced&to& the&extent&
that&this&inherit&coma&aberration&can&be&negligible.&&Technically,&one&can&modify&
the&open`loop&LUT&to&compensate&for&this&inevitable&system&aberration,&but&this&
would& involve&much&more& complicated&calibration&of& the&DM&and&may& further&
limit& the& available& stroke& of& the& DM& that& we& used& in& this& study& for& sample&










After& constructing& the& microscopic& system& in& the& normal& incidence&
configuration,& the& same&measurement&was& repeated&by&placing& the& commercial&
SHWFS& in& the& objective& back& pupil& plane& and&measuring& the&wavefront&while&
imposing& spherical& shapes& onto& the& DM& using& open`loop& control.& & Figure& A`3&
shows&the&measurement&results&of&the&SHWFS&under&the&two&different&incidence&
configurations.& & With& the& angled& incidence& (left& panel),& the& measured&
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accompanying& comatic& aberration& is&more& than& half& of& the&measured& spherical&
one.& & After& reconfiguring& to& normal& incidence,& the& coma& was& suppressed& to&
minimal&and&also&cross`talks&between&different&Zernike&terms&were&minimized.&
&
Figure!A33!SHWFS!measurements!when!spherical!shape!of!1!fm!was!imposed!onto!
the!DM!through!open3loop.!!Left:!angled!incidence!configuration!showing!both!coma!
and!spherical!terms!are!detected.!!Right:!normal!incidence!configuration!showing!
removal!of!coma!when!applying!the!same!spherical!shape!onto!the!DM.!
!
&
& &
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